Knowledge-based system (KBS) has been widely used in the detection and interpretation of EEG based neuropsychiatric diseases. Heuristic-based detection methods of EEG (Electroencephalography) parameters for a particular disease have been reported in the literature but little effort has been made by researchers to combine rule-based reasoning (RBR) and probabilistic method i.e Bayesian method. A combined method improves the computational and reasoning efficiency of the problem-solving strategy. We have hierarchically structured the neuropsychiatric diseases in terms of their physio-pyscho (physical, cognitive and psychological) parameters and EEG and FMRI (Functional magnetic resonance imaging) based parameters. RBR model use to create Bayesian network for each disease. The diseases considered are ADHD, Dementia, Mood Disorder, OCD and SI. The basic objective of this work is to develop an intelligent method of RBR and Bayesian model in which RBR is used to hierarchical correlate sign and symptom of the disease and also compute probabilities of diseases. Bayesian method is used for diagnosing the neuropsychiatric diseases and to find the probability of relative importance of sign and symptoms of diseases to other diseases.
INTRODUCTION
Neuropsychiatry may be regarded as the application of the neurological paradigm to psychiatric syndromes [1] . It brings together the descriptive, nosological and therapeutic strengths of psychiatry, the empirical foundations of neurology and the assessment skills of neuropsychology to deal with these disorders [2] .
Its sister discipline within neurology is Behavioral Neurology.
To reflect our approach to neuropsychiatry in this paper, several general statements can be made about neuropsychiatry as follows: All types of behavioral disturbances that occur in psychiatric disorders can also occur in conjunction with neurological disorders. That psychiatric and neurological disorders are responsible for similar syndromes does not mean that the pathogenetic mechanisms are the same, but it is likely that there is significantly shared pathophysiology. A thorough diagnostic assessment from a general medical viewpoint is an essential part of any psychiatric assessment. Neuropsychiatric syndromes should commonly be suspected in the elderly, patients with brain damage or substance abuse, or if the syndrome is atypical, and family history and a vulnerable personality are lacking. Psychiatric treatments, physical or behavioral-psychotherapeutic, rely on intervention in brain processes and are applicable to both neuropsychiatric and idiopathic psychiatric disorders.
A neuropsychiatric assessment is no more or less than a good psychiatric assessment and comprises of a psychiatric and medical history, A detailed mental state examination, including a cognitive examination, A physical examination, especially neurological, Neuropsychological assessment, and Laboratory investigations to evaluate general medical disorders and substance abuse, Including electrophysiology (EEG, ERPs) and neuroimaging (CT, MRI, SPECT, PET). This assessment differs from a general psychiatric assessment in its emphasis on the medical-neurological factors. In the history, an account from an informant is often very important. A history of physical symptoms and behavioral change is important, and changes should be documented chronologically. Pointers to brain disease such as seizures, head injury, alcohol and drug use and evidence of cognitive impairment are all mphasized. Personality change with features such as impulsivity, aggressiveness or disinhibition is another important feature. The mental state examination in neuropsychiatry follows the same format as that in general psychiatry except for a more detailed cognitive assessment. Cognitive state examination (CSE): A brief cognitive assessment, which should be done in all cases, is possible at the bedside. For a detailed assessment, a referral to a clinical neurophysiologist is necessary. The CSE must be divided into a number of domains or systems, each of which must be examined. These are: Alertness and arousal, Attention and concentration, Orientation, Memory, Language, Visuospatial and constructive functions, Frontal lobe and Frontosubcortical functions, Other dominant (left) hemisphere functions: calculation, praxis, R-orientation, finger gnosis, Other non-dominant (right) hemisphere functions: dressing apraxia, neglect phenomena, agnosias, insight and judgment. The assessment of level of consciousness and attentional processes is crucial as disturbance in these domains can influence the performance on other tests. Familiarity with the common bedside tests for each function is important [3] . For most purposes, a screening battery such as Folstein's MiniMental State Examination (MMSE) is a good starting point. It tests orientation, immediate and recent memory, concentration, arithmetic ability, language and praxis. It is easy to administer and takes only 5-10 minutes. It has reasonable sensitivity but low specificity, and may be used for serial evaluations. The score is out of 30, and 27 or less is indicative of impairment. A score less than 25 are definitely abnormal. The MMSE may be normal in the presence of subtle impairment, and if this is suspected, a detailed evaluation is recommended.
In this paper, we have performed the review of some reported works on Neuropsychiatric abnormalities. Review is based on Volume 55-No.17, October 2012 24 specific methods for assessment and diagnosis of various neuropsychiatric diseases depending upon various sign and symptoms. In disease diagnosis Bayesian method is specially considered.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We can create problem description 
HIERARCHIAL MODEL FOR SIGN AND SYMPTONS
The rule-based model is developed on the basis of the hierarchal tree showing the parameters and their correlation in a particular disease. Fig. 2 . shows the rules generated from hierarchical tree of Dementia. It is clear from Table 2 shows Similarly as Table 2 , rules for other diseases of are generated to any lower level to upper level. The hierarchal model will help to compute diseases probability. Rule-based model shows modular representation of the facts. Modules can be hierarchically related as shown in tree structure. Sign and symptoms at the lowest level are correlated to the parameters at the higher level and also the lower level parameters to the higher level parameters. In this way, going from bottom to up i.e. lower to higher level and after travel of certain level we reach to the highest level i.e. root level.
COMPUTATION
In this paper computation for neuropsycharicity abnormalities is based on Bayesian model probabilistic prediction. It also includes prior probability table (Table 3 ) and probability computation tables based on Bayesian network models for all symptoms for related abnormalities. Bayesian model compute and implement the method depending upon prior probabilities of various Psychological, physical, cognitive, EEG and FMRI (Image) parameters then computation of symptoms probabilities followed by probability for a neuropsychiatric abnormality.
Bayesian Network Model
In order to understand Bayesian Network we start with Bayes theorem [4] [5], expressing the conditional and marginal probabilities of events and, where has a non-vanishing probability:
is the prior probability (marginal probability) of the event  , without any information about the event;
) / (   p is the conditional probability of the event  , given the event,
is the conditional probability of the event, given the event  , ) ( p is the conditional probability of the event, acting like a normalizing constant.
Bayesian Network (BN) architecture, suited for setting relationship among a large number of nodes / variables, is graphically represented by a directed acyclic graph that efficiently encodes the joint probability distribution ( 
Prior Probability
Prior probabilities of the parameters are calculated by the ratio of the total number of cell containing "Y" (in particular parameters) to the total numbers of diseases in Table 1 . Example; in case of parameter for physical (total number of cell containing "Y" is 8 and total no of diseases at second level is 8, there for prior probability of physical is 8/8=1).
Prior probabilities of different sign and symptoms are calculated in Table 3 .
The meaning of every term in the theorem is described below:
International Journal of Computer Volume 55-No.17, October 2012 27 Fig. 3 is representing the dependent network for dementia disease. This network will help to calculate dependent probability. is calculated by using formula is given below (calculated in Table 5 ): is calculated by using formula same as applied in section 4.3.1 (calculated in Table 7 ).
Bayesian Network Model for Dementia
Fig 3: Tree for Dementia
Calculation of dependent probability of Psychological Symptoms
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Dependent Probability Calculation for Cognitive Symptoms
Dependent Probability Calculation for Psychophysical Symptoms
Psychophysical parameter is depends on psycho, cog, phy. Since all the symptoms of psychophysical participate equally in the diagnosis of Psychophysical so we have assigned equal weight i.e 0.33 to all of them. is calculated by using formula same as applied in section 4.3.1 (calculated in Table  8 ).
Dependent Probability Calculation for EEG Symptoms
EEG parameter is depends on FL, OL, TL. Since all the symptoms of EEG participate equally in the diagnosis of EEG so we have assigned equal weight i.e.167 to of them. The user select three symptoms, therefore, the conditional probability is calculated by using formula same as applied in section 4.3.1 (Calculated in Table 9 ).
Calculation of dependent probability of Image Symptoms
Image parameter is depends on FL, PL, BG. Since all the symptoms of Images participate equally in the diagnosis of Images so we have assigned equal weight i.e 0.1429 to all of them. The user select only three symptoms, therefore, the conditional probability is calculated by using formula same as applied in section 4.3.1 (calculated in Table 10 ).
Calculation of dependent probability of Dementia
Dementia parameter is depends on Psycho-phy, EEG, Images. Since all the symptoms of DEMENTIA participate equally in the diagnosis of DEMENTIA so we have assigned equal weight i.e 0.33 to all of them. The user select only three symptoms, therefore, the conditional (which is false) are of them true is 0.33*1+0.33*1+0.33*0=0.67. The probability of DEMENTIA ) (DEM p is calculated by using formula same as applied in section 4.3.1 (calculated in Table 11 ). Table 4 ). Hierarchical and RBR model used to create Bayesian network for different diseases. Probabilities of different diseases correspond to different sign and symptom probabilities as shown in Table 4 . These probabilities values are based on the common sign and symptoms.
RESULT AND CONCLUSION
Calculated probabilities of various indicators (Sign and Symptom) of disease correspond to Bayesian model. (as shown in
The RBR approach shows a hierarchical correlation of sign and symptom with the diseases. A combined structure, depicting the sign and symptom displayed in the physical, Psychological, Cognitive, EEG, Images (FMRI). Parameters have rarely been developed for diagnosis of neuropsychiatry diseases and also Bayesian network model have also rarely been used for diagnosis of neuropsychiatry diseases.
The sign and symptom of neuropsychiatry diseases have been taken from literature, consultation with physician and researchers in the domain area of neuropsychiatry diseases of neuropsychiatry diseases. 
